A Sailor Went to Sea, Sea, Sea
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A Sailor Went to Sea, Sea, Sea

KidsPlay™ Bells Needed: middle-E, G, A, B, C

Includes quarter and eighth notes in 4/4 and introduces a pick-up note
Get the Rhythm!
Add the Lyrics!
sailor or went to sea, sea, sea to see what he could see see see. But all that he could see see see was the bottom of the deep blue sea sea sea.
Add the Tune!
A sailor went to sea, sea, sea to see what he could see, see, see. But
all that he could see, see, see was the
bottom of the deep blue sea, sea, sea.
Play the Melody!
A sail-or went to sea, sea, sea to see what he could see, see, see, see. But
all that he could see, see, see was the bottom of the deep blue sea, sea, sea.
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